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1. Introduction. Let/i(x, yi, ■ • • , yn), i = 1, • • ■ , n, be defined and

continuous over a region R: (x, yi, • • • , yn) of («+l)-dimensional

space. Let P: (x0, yio, • • • , yno) be a point of £ and consider the dif-

ferential system

(S) yl = fi(x, yi, • • • , y„), i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n.

The classical existence theorem of Peano states that there is at least

one solution1 yi(x), • ■ • , yn(x) of (S) through £ existing in2 £ over

some interval Xo — h^x^x0+k, where h, k>0. If for some such

interval this solution through £ is not unique, then there are infi-

nitely many solutions through £ and the existence of critical type

solutions is a possibility. W. Osgood,3 P. Montel,4 and O. Perron,6

using different methods, considered the case » = 1 and proved the

existence of a maximum and a minimum solution. E. Kamke6 gave

an example to show that for n > 1 there will not in general be a

maximum and a minimum solution through £, but that such solu-

tions do exist provided /¿(x, yu • • • , yn), i = l, • • ■ , n, satisfy cer-

tain monotone properties with respect to y1( ■ • • , yn. This paper is

devoted to establishing the existence of other types of critical solu-

tions and to a consideration of some of their properties.

2. Notation. Hereafter whenever the subscript i is used it is to be

understood that * ranges over the set (1, • • • , n). Similarly, the sub-

Presented to the Society, April 21, 1951; received by the editors August 1, 1951.

1 A solution of (S), as used throughout this paper, is by definition a set of differ-

entiable functions y^x), ■ • ■ , yn(x) for which yi (x) =fi[x, Vi(x), • • • , y»(*)], » = 1,

• • ■ , n, identically over some interval ag* g&.

2 Here it is meant that each point of the curve in (ra-(-l)-dimensional space given

parametrically by x=x, yi=yi(x), • • • , yn=yn{x) lies in R over xo—héx^xo+k.

For the sake of brevity this terminology will be used freely.

3 Osgood, Beweis der Existenz einer Lösung der Differentialgleichung dy/dx=f(x, y)

ohne Hinzunahme der Cauchy-Lipschitz'sehen Bedingung, Monatshefte für Mathematik

und Physik vol. 9 (1898) pp. 331-345.
4 Montel, Sur les suites infinies de fonctions, Ann. École Norm. vol. 24 (1907) pp.

233-234.

6 Perron, Ein neuer Existenzbeweis für die Integrale der Differentialgleichung y'

=/(*, y), Math. Ann. vol. 76 (1915) pp. 471-484.
* Kamke, Zur Theorie der Systems gewöhnlicher Differentialgleichungen, Acta Math,

vol. 58 (1932) pp. 57-85.
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scripts p and q will have the ranges (1, ■ • • , k) and (k + 1, • • • , n),

respectively.

For a fixed index k, l^k^n, a set of functions /¿(x, yi, • • • , yn)

will be said to have property (irk) ii, on the subset of £ for all of

whose points x^Xo, the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) ft is continuous in (x, yi, • • • , yn).

(2) f„ is monotone increasing in y,-, j = l, • • • , k; j^p, and

(irk) monotone decreasing in yq.

(3) fg is monotone decreasing in yp and monotone increasing in

y,;j = k+l, ■ ■ • , n;J9±q.

In a similar manner (ir?) will designate that set of conditions one ob-

tains on the subset of £ for which x ^ x0 by interchanging the words

"increasing" and "decreasing" in property (irk).

To shorten further the notation h¡[x, y] will be used to represent

hj(x, yi, • • • , y„), and W(x) will be used to represent the set of n

functions Wi(x), w2(x), ■ ■ ■ , wn(x). As in §1, £ will designate a point

(xo, yio, • • ■ , yno) of a region £.

3. Preliminary theorems.

Theorem 1. Let the following conditions h$ld over the subset of a

region Rfor all of whose points x^Xo:

(1) The functions fi[x, y] are continuous in (x, yi, • ■ ■ , y„).

(2) The set of functions gi[x, y] has property (irk).

(3) fP[x, y] <gP[x, y],fq[x, y]>gjx, y\.
Let Y(x) be a solution of (S) through P and Z(x) be a solution of the

system yí =g¿[x, y] through P. If both of these solutions exist in R on

Xo^x<Xo+a, a>0, then on x0<x<x0+a

(H) yP(x) < zp(x)    and    yq(x) > zq(x).

Proof. Define QP(x)=zp(x)—yp(x) and Qq(x)=yq(x)—zq(x). Then

Qi(xo) = 0 and by applying hypothesis (3) one sees that

Qp(xo) = gP[xo, z(xo)] - fp[x0, y(xo)] > 0

and

Çg'(xo) = fq[xo, y(xo)] - g„[xo, z(x0)] > 0.

Since Qi(x) is continuous on the right at x0, it follows that (H) is true

over some interval x0<x<x0+S, ô>0. Let7 be the upper limit of the

set of values x0 + 5 for which (H) is true on x0<x<x0+5. Assume

that 7 is less than x0+a. Then since Qi(x) is continuous and has a

derivative on x0^x<x0+a, we have for at least one p
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(i) QÁy) = o,

(ü) Q¿(y)SO,

(iü) Qi(y) è 0,      i * p.

Relations (i) and (iii) give zp(y)^yp(y) and zq(y)^yq(y). By apply-

ing hypotheses (2) and (3) one obtains

(a) if 1 á p £ k, f„[y, y(y)] < g„[y, y(y)] g gjy, 2(7)];

(b) if k + l ^ ¡x á », /Jy. y(y)] > gel?. y(7)] ^ £„[7. 2(7)]•

From (ii) one obtains

(c) if 1 s p ¿ k, %l(7) g y;(7); i.e., g„[7,2(7)] ̂  hh, y(y)h

(d) if * + 1 Ú p Ú », y¿ (y) Ú 2; (7); i.e., f„[y, y(y)] á g„L7, z(y)].

Either (a) and (c) or (b) and (d) are contradictory. Hence 7^x0+a.

Corollary. The conclusion of Theorem 1 still follows if the condi-

tions (1) and (2) are replaced by:

(1') The functions g,[x, y] are continuous;

(2')  The set of functions f\x, y] has property (irk).

Proof. Proceeding as before one obtains

if 1 £ p û k,f,[y, y(y)] è /„fr, 2(7)] < fi.[7, 2(7)],

if k + 1 £ p á «i/jIy, y(7)] ^ /.[t. 2(7)] > g„[y, 2(7)].

Thus the relations (a) and (b) still hold. The remainder of the proof

is identical to the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 2. Let the following conditions hold over the subset of Rfor

all of whose points x^x0:

(1) The functions fi[x, y] are continuous in (x, yi, • • • , y„).

(2) The set of functions g,[x, y] has property (ir%).

(3) fP[x, y]>gP[x, y],fq[x, y] <gq[x, y].
Let Y(x) be a solution of (S) through P and Z(x) be a solution of the

system y{ =gi[x, y] through P. If both of these solutions exist in R on

Xo — a<x^Xo, a>0, then on x0 — a<x<x0

(H') yp(x) < Zp(x)    and   yq(x) > zq(x).

The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.

Obviously this theorem has a corollary similar to that of Theorem 1.

4. Definition of minimax solutions.

Definition. Let $(x) be a solution of (S) through P existing over an

interval I: x0—Äi<x<x0+&2 (hi, h2^¡0, hi+h2>0) such that for any
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other solution Y(x) of (S) through P the relations

(A) yp(x) á <¡>p(x),       yq(x) è 4>,(x)

or

(B) yP(x) ^ <pp(x),       yq(x) g <pq(x)

hold over any subinterval of I where Y(x) exists. In case (A) the solution

$(x) is designated as a (k)max-(n — k)min solution of (S) through P

over I and in case (B) as a (k) min-(» — k) max solution of (S) through

P over I. In either case it is called a minimax solution.

If Y(x) is a (¿)max-(w — fe)min solution of (S) through P, it will

be indicated as Ui(x), • • • , Uk(x), tt4+i(x), • • • , un(x). Similarly

Mi(x), • • • , M4(x), Uk+i(x), • • • , U„(x) will designate a (k) min-

(n — k) max solution.

5. Existence of minimax solutions. Consider the systems

,  . yi = fp(x, yi, ■ ■ •, y*) + *-

yi = /«(*> yi. ■ • • . y«) - « (« > 0).

Hereafter the symbol Y(x, e) will be used to designate the set of n

functions yi(x, e), • • • , y„(x, e).

Lemma 1. Let the functions f\x, y] be continuous in R. Then there

exists an e0>0 and an r>0 such that all solutions of (S) and (S€),

for 0<E<e0, through P, exist in R on the interval |x — Xo| ^r.

Proof. Take any hyper-rectangle B: \x—x0\ ûa, \y%~y¿o| úb

lying in £. Let Y(x) and Y(x, e) be arbitrary solutions of (S) and

(Se), respectively, through P. These solutions exist7 to the boundary

of £. Let M be the maximum value in B of |/,[x, y]\. Take e0 = M

and r = min (a, b/2M). For any x such that \x — x0| ^r and any e

such that 0<€<£0

I y¿(x, e) - y,o| =     f   {fi[t, y(t, e)]±e}dt

g M I x - xo | + eo I x - xo | g 2Mr g b

and

b
f[t, y(t)]dt\ ÛMr-g,

Zu 2

7 Cf., for example, Kamke, Differentialgleichungen reeller Funktionen, Leipzig,

1930, p. 135.
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Theorem 3. Let the set of functions f\x, y] have property (irk). Then

the system (S) has a unique (k)max-(n — k)min solution Ui(x), • • • ,

Uk(x), uk+i(x), • • • , un(x), and a unique (k)min-(n — &)max solution

Mi(x), • • • , M4(x), Uk+i(x), ■ ■ ■ , Un(x) through P. These solutions

exist at least on an interval x0áx<x0+r, r>0.

Proof. Use the notation of Lemma 1 so that on the interval

Ir: x0— r^x^Xo+r any solution Y(x) of (S) and F(x, e) of (S€)

(0<6<60 = M) through £ exists in £. Let j be any fixed index such

that lájá». The set of functions {yy(x, e)} is uniformly bounded

and equicontinuous on £. For

y,(x, t) = yj0 +  I    fj[t, y(t, e)]dt + (x - x0)e,

I y,(x, e) | £ | y,-o \ + (M + e0)r = | y)01 + 2Mr

and

I     //[<> y(t, e)]dt ± (x2 - x0)e
J *o

/<D. ?(*.«)]<* + (*i - *o)«
»0

I«/ n

^ 2M | x2 — Xi |.

If «i and e2 are chosen so that 0<í2<ei<€0, then

fp[x, y] + É! > fp[x, y] + e2,    and   /Jx, y] - ei < fq[x, y] - e2.

A straightforward application of Theorem 1 gives

yP(x, €i) ^ yP(x, e2)    and    yq(x, ei) ^ yq(x, e2)

over Xo^x^Xo+r. Hence over this interval the functions y¡(x, e) are

monotone increasing functions of e if j = 1, • • • , k, and monotone

decreasing functions of e if j = k +1, ■ ■ • , n. Choose a sequence {em}

such that eo>€i>«2 ■ • • and limmH.M em = 0. By the use of Ascoli's

Theorem together with the monotone properties of the functions

y,(x, Cm) one establishes the existence of a limiting function y*(x)

to which the sequence {yj(x, em)} converges uniformly over x0^x

^Xo+r. By applying Theorem 1 again it is clear that lim^o y¿(x, e)

= y*(x) and the convergence is uniform over x0^xgx0+r.

The set of functions y*(x), • • • , y„*(x)  is a solution of (S) on
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Xoáxgxo+r. For

yt(x) = lim y,(x, e) = lim -Jy,0 +  I    f[t, y(t, t)]dt ± (x - x0)e\
€-»0 «-K)     \ J x<¡ )

= y,o+  f   lim f[t, y(t, e)]dt
J x„  <-*0

since fi[t, y(t, e)] converges uniformly tofi[t, y*(t)] on x0^x^Xo+r.

Then y*(x) =yio+flJ%[t, y*(t)]dt, by the continuity of the functions

M*,y\.
Now consider an arbitrary solution Y(x) of (S) through P. Notice

that

/p[x, y] < /p[x, y] + e    and   fq[x, y] > fq[x, y] - e

and apply Theorem 1. One finds that over x0^x^x0+r

yP(x) ^ yP(x, e)    and    yq(x) ^ yq(x, e).

Consequently

*vp(x) è y*(x) = lim yp(x, «)    and    yq(x) ^ y*(x) = lim yq(x, e).
í-K) «-K)

This proves that on x0^x<xa+r

y*(x) = Up(x)    and    y*(x) = uq(x).

The uniqueness of the solution Ui(x), • ■ ■, Uk(x), Uk+i(x), • • •, w„(x)

follows immediately from its definition.

The proof of the existence of a unique solution Mi(x), • • • , uk(x),

Uk+i(x), • ■ ■ , U„(x) is made in a similar manner by considering, in-

stead of the system (St), the system

(S.) y i = fP[x, y] - e,        y,' = fq[x, y] + t.

Theorem 4. Let the set of functions /,[x, y] have property (irk*).

Then the system (S) has a unique (k)max-(n — k)min solution,

Ui(x), • ■ • , Uk(x), Uk+i(x), ■ • ■ , un(x), and a unique (&)min-

(n — k)max solution Wi(x), • • • , W4(x), Uk+i(x), • • • , Un(x), through

P. These solutions exist at least over an interval x0 — r<x^Xo (r>0).

The proof of this theorem is analogous to that of Theorem 3.

Example. Consider the system yi = — 5xy2, y2' = — 3x(yi)1/6. Let £

be any region containing the point P: (0, 0). It is immediately seen

that the functions/i(x, yu y2) = —5xy2 and/2(x, yi, y2) =—3x(yi)lli

have properties (iri) and (ir*) in £. For x^0 the given system has the

solutions Ui(x) =x6, u2(x) = — x3 and Mi(x)=0,  c72(x)=0. For x^O
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it has the solutions Ui(x) = —Xs, u2(x) =x6 and Ui(x) =0, U2(x) =0.

6. Extension of minimax solutions to the boundary £. The nota-

tion Co will be used to represent the curve in (»+l)-dimensional

space determined by the equations x=x, y.=g<(x). Similarly Co, will

be used to represent the curve determined by equations of the type

x=x, yi=gi(x, e). A curve of either type will be said to lie in £ over

an interval if for each value of x in this interval the corresponding

point of the curve is in £.

We know from the proof of Theorem 3 that there exists some in-

terval Xo^x^Xo+r on which the functions yy(x, e) converge uni-

formly to a function y *(x) such that Cy. lies in £.

Lemma 2. Let the set of functions /»[x, y] have property (irk). Let

Y(x, e) be a solution of (Se) through P, and X: (x0, b), b>x0, be the

greatest interval to the right of Xo over which, for all fixed indices j,

lújún, the functions y,(x, e) converge uniformly (as e approaches

zero) to a function y/(x) so that Cy lies in R. Then the point

[b, y?(b), • • • , y*(b)] lies in the boundary of R.

Proof. It will first be proved that X cannot be a closed interval. If

so, Cy exists in £ over x0^x^b and [b, y?(b), • • • , y*(b)] lies in £.

Choose a hyper-rectangle B: \x — b\ ga, |y<—y?(b)\ ^ß (0<a<b

—Xo, ß>0) lying in £. By the property of uniform convergence there

exists an €i>0 such that for e<ei the curves Cyf He in £ and also

| y,(x, «) — yf(x) | < ß/2    on    x0 ^ x ^ b.

The curves Cy( are known to exist to the boundary of £. Now let

M = max {|/.(x, yi, • • • , yn)| +\ti\ } in B. Then if e<ei, Cyt exists

in B over b^x^b+ß/2M. For over this interval

I *(*, t) - y?(b) | á | y,-(x, e) - yi(b, *) | + | y,(b, t) - yt(b) |

g MI x - b | + ß/2 g ß.

Thus the curves Crt, e<€i, exist in £ over the interval x0^x^6

+ß/2M. It can be shown as in the proof of Theorem 3 that over this

interval, for a fixed/, the set {y¡(x, e)} is uniformly bounded and

equicontinuous and monotone increasing in e if j=l, ■ • • , k, mono-

tone decreasing in € ii j = k + l, ■•;,». Consequently lime„o y>(x, e)

exists uniformly over (x0, x0+b+ß/2M). This contradicts the defini-

tion of X.
Now assume that X is the interval x0¿x<b; i.e., X is open on the

right. If [b, y*(b), • • • , y*(b)] lies in £, where by definition y?(b)

= lim„¡ryf (x), then lime,oy»(x, e) =yt(x) uniformly over the closed
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interval x0^x^6. For, if e is sufficiently small, we have for an

arbitrary i\ >0

| yi(x, e) — y*(x) \ < r\/2 < r¡    on    x0 ^ x < b.

Consequently,

I y,(b, e) - y?(b) | ¿ l/2 < r,

and

| yi(x, e) — y*(x) \ < v   on    x0 5= x g b.

This again contradicts the fact that X is by definition the greatest in-

terval such that Cy lies in £. Hence the point [b, y*(b), • • • , y*(b)}

lies in the boundary of £.

An argument entirely similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3

proves that the set of functions y*(x), • • • , y*(x) constitutes a

solution of (S) over x0^x<6. Now let F(x) be an arbitrary solution

of (S) through £ existing in £ on x0 ̂  x < 5 < £>. He is taken sufficiently

small to insure the existence in £ of Cy( on x0=x^5, an application

of Theorem 1 shows that over this interval

yP(x) ^ yP(x, «)    and    yq(x) ^ yq(x, e),

and hence yp(x)^yp*(x) and ya(x)^y*(x). This argument together

with an obvious modification based on the system

y i = fp[x, y] - *,     y't = fÄx< y] + «

proves the .following :

Theorem 5. Let the set of functions f\x, y] have property (irk). Then

the solutions Ui(x), ■ • • , Uk(x), uk+i(x), • • • , un(x) and Wi(x), • • • ,

Uk(x), Uk+i(x), • • • , U„(x) of (S) through P exist for x^xo to the

boundary of R.

Analogous to Theorem 5 we have:

Theorem 6. Let the set of functions/,[x, y] have property (ir*). Then

the solutions Ui(x), • • • , Uk(x), M4+i(x), • • • , w„(x) and ui(x), • ■ • ,

M4(x), Uk+i(x), ■ ■ ■ , Un(x) of (S) through P exist for xgx0 to the

boundary of R.

7. Approximation of minimax solutions by sets of under-over func-

tions.

Definition.8   With   reference   to   (S)   and   P a   set  of  (k)over-

8 The sets of under-over functions defined here are generalizations of the under

and over functions originated by O. Perron, loc. cit.
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(n — k)under functions is a set of n functions d>i(x), • • • , <¡>n(x) which

are finite and continuous over an interval x0^x^x0+a, a>0, which

have left- and right-hand derivatives over this interval, such that

<bi(xo) = y¡o,     D±<pp(x) > fp[x, <b(x)]     and     D±<bq(x) < fq[x, <p(x)].

Similarly <j>i(x), • ■ • , 0„(x) constitutes a set of (k)under-(n — k)over

functions if the above conditions hold except that

D±<f>p(x) < fp[x, <f>(x)]    and   D±<bq(x) > f„[x, <p(x)].

Theorem 7. Let the functions /,[x, y] have property (irk). Let I: x0

^xgxo+a, a>0, be an interval over which the minimax solutions of

(S) through P determine curves which lie in R. Then the solution

Ui(x), • • • , Uk(x), M4+i(x), • • • , un(x) can be uniformly approximated

over I by a set of (k)over-(n — k)under functions. Similarly the solution

Ui(x), • • • ,Uk(x), Uk+i(x), • • ■ , Un(x) can be uniformly approximated

over I by a set of (k)under-(n — k)over functions.*

Proof. A solution of (St) through £ constitutes a set of (&)over-

(n — k)under functions. A solution of (Si) through £ constitutes a

set of (k)under-(n — k)over functions. It has already been shown

(in the proofs of Theorem 3 and Lemma 2) that over I solutions of

(Se) and (S£' ) uniformly approach the minimax solutions as limiting

functions.

8. Other properties of minimax solutions.

Definition. Assume that all solutions of (S) through P exist in R over

I: Xo—h<x<Xo+k (A^O, ¿èO). The tube of solutions, TP of (S)

through P over I is the set of all points [x, yi(x), • • • , y„(x)] in

(n+1)-dimensional space belonging to any solution through P and hav-

ing an abscissa x such that Xo — k<x<x0+k.

Let Tp exist in £ on an interval £ a<x<b. Due to the strict in-

equality of relations (H) and (H') of Theorems 1 and 2, respectively,

we know that for an arbitrary solution Y(x) of (S) and Y(x, e) of (St)

yi(x) < yi(x, e)    or    y¿(x) > y,(x, e)

for x in I, xj^Xo, e>0. Thus no point of any curve CV«, having an

abscissa X5¿x0, is in Tp. But for e sufficiently small, points of such

curves are arbitrarily near any point of a curve lying in TP and de-

termined by a minimax solution. This proves:

Theorem 8. Under the hypothesis (irk) and/or the hypothesis (irk*)

' The definitions of sets of under-over functions can be modified so that a similar

theorem can be stated with respect to an interval x<¡—a áJcá*o, a>0.
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the curve in R determined by a minimax solution of (S) through P lies

entirely in the boundary of Tp.

Now let Tp(b) be the intersection of Tp with the hyperplane x=b.

Tp(b) is a continuum by a theorem of H. Kneser.10

Theorem 9. If j is any fixed index, 1 ̂ j^n, and B¡ is a number such

that

g.Lb. {yj(b)} <£y<l.u.b. {yi(b)},

where {yj(b)} is the set of all y¡(b) values in Tp(b), then there exists a

solution of (S) such that y¡(b) =Bj.u

Proof. Otherwise the intersection of the hyperplanes x = b, y¡ = b¡

divides the continuum Tp(b) into two disjoint, nonempty sets which

have no limit point in common.

Corollary 1. If the set of functions/,[x, y] satisfies the hypothesis

(irk) or (ir*), Bj is a number such that u¡(b) ^£>á U¡(b).

Corollary 2. There exists a solution of (S) satisfying the n+1

boundary conditions y<(x0) =yio, y¡(b) = B¡.

Finally, one may observe that the results of this paper, together

with those of the papers cited, exhibit a strong similarity between

critical point theory for functions of several real variables and critical

solution theory for systems of ordinary differential equations. It is

believed that further comparison of the two theories will yield other

striking analogies.

The University of California, Davis and

The University of North Carolina

10 Preuss. Akad. Wiss. Sitzungsber. Phys.-Math. Klasse, 1923. Another proof has

been given by M. Müller, Math. Zeit. vol. 28 (1928) pp. 349-355.
11 This is a generalization of a theorem of G. Mie which can be stated as follows:

Let/(3C, y) be continuous over a region R of the xy-plane and P: (xt>, yo) be a point

of R. Let u(x) be the minimum solution through P and U(x) be the maximum solu-

tion through P of the equation y'=f(x, y). Let u(x) and U(x) exist in R over the

interval Xo—h<x<xo+k, where h^O, k^O. Then if Q: (£, 7;) is a point such that

xo—h<í<xo+k, u(v)èv^U(ri), there exists at least one solution of y'=f(x, y)

through P and Q.


